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 Security is a critical issue in cognitive radio networks because the cognitive 

node enters and variably leaves the spectrum, so it is difficult to process 

communication secretly. We suggested a fuzzy logic-based implicit 

authentication mechanism to be a solution for the confusion if there were 

any cognitive node doubts it to be unauthentic, and to improve user privacy 

in cognitive radio networks. Using a fuzzy logic technique, the proposed 

scheme computed certification based on proposed feedback. When a 

cognitive node needs to join the network, it is verified by using fuzzy logic if 

the node was authenticated or not. Our proposed fuzzy logic's results 

implicit authentication proved that it was a very successful and applicable 

scheme on cognitive radio networks, and it will be able to make an effective 

final decision in the context of incompleteness, ambiguity, and heterogeneity. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Mitola and Maguire [1] was proposed the concept of cognitive radio for the first time. Mitola later 

characterized it in his doctoral dissertation as a novel technique for wireless communications [2] [3], [4]. 

Cognitive radio has two basic goals: extremely dependable communication whenever and wherever it is 

needed, and effective use of the radio spectrum [5], [6]. The main idea of the cognitive radio is that through 

the surrounding environment it can be learned and communicated to realize the available spectrum in space, 

as well as reduce and restrict the occurrence of conflict [7], [8]. A cognitive radio network (CRN) is also 

known as the unlicensed network, secondary network, or dynamic spectrum access network [9]. There are 

two categories of users in a CR network: primary users (PU) and secondary users (SU) [10], [11]. PUs have 

first access to channels. SUs are unlicensed users; therefore, when licensed users return, they vacate the 

spectrum. The SUs can use channels without interfering with the PUs [12]–[14]. 

Mobile station (MS), base station/access point (BSs/APs) and backbone/core networks are the three 

basic units of the CRN. These units are the fundamental components of the three architectures: Mesh, ad-hoc, 

and infrastructure architectures [15], [16]. In the Infrastructure architecture, a MS can only access a BS/AP in 

one hop manner. MSs under the transmission range of the same BS/AP shall communicate with each other 

through the BS/AP. Communications between various cells are routed through backbone/core networks [17], 

[18].  

In an ad-hoc network, this kind of architecture does not depend on infrastructure support but it’s set 

up on the fly. In mesh architecture, it is considered as a combination between infrastructure-based and ad-hoc 

architectures. MSs in Mesh CRNs act as relay nodes between their neighbors and the BS. MSs can either 

access the BSs/APs directly or use other MSs as multi-hop relay cognitive radio networks nodes [19]–[22]. In 

this paper, we focus on ad-hoc architecture. Decision-based on fuzzy logic and the way that a PU/SU makes 
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this decision based on the information available from (authentication number, time, ID cluster) to make a 

final decision.  

Fuzzy logic (or ambiguity reasoned) is one of the forms of logic, used in some expert systems and 

applications of artificial intelligence. The scientist Lotfi Zadeh from the University of California originated 

this logic in 1965 [23]. He developed it to use it as a better way to process data but his theory did not receive 

attention until 1974 [24], [25].  

To deal with the issue of partial truth, fuzzy logic is a type of many-valued logic [26], [27]. 

Fuzzifier, inference rule, and defuzzifier make up the fuzzy logic controller FLC [28]–[30], it can reason and 

make reliable conclusions, and it makes the true decision if there any ambiguous [31], [32]. With the 

development of computers and software, we need inventor or program systems that could deal with 

inaccurate information similar to humans arose, but this created a problem as the computer can only deal with 

specific accurate data and it resulted. This approach is known as expert systems or artificial intelligence, and 

fuzzy logic is one of the theories by which such systems can be built [33]. 

In [34] solved a spectrum handoffs in cognitive radio networks if there was harmful interference 

from secondary user with a primary user by using a fuzzy logic system. The disadvantage of this approach is 

that it is not capable of maintaining recognition of illegitimate user activities that handoff this channel. In 

[35] proposed an authentication scheme based fuzzy logic system for mobile access control. It is capable of 

maintaining recognition of legitimate user activities. However, the main disadvantage of this scheme can not 

enable timely detection of adversary user behavior.  

Because fuzzy logic is the main methodology used in this study, our proposed was efficacy, no 

obviously, needs no user intervention. The next part includes a brief discussion of the method as well as the 

underlying rationale for using it. Following that, each module will be describing and discussing in depth.  

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

The proposed system contains node A, node B, and cluster head. Node A, node B which be either a 

primary user or secondary user. The proposed system also represents a distribution of primary/secondary 

users in one cluster and each cluster is connected to a cluster as in Figure 1. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Show primary user, secondary user, and cluster head in one cluster 

 

 

When node A (node A must be in the same cluster or from another cluster) sends a message to node 

B (node B must be in the same cluster. Node B sends a message to the cluster head that node A wants to 

communicate with it. The cluster head must verify if node A is authenticated or not. The cluster head checks 

if node A has authenticated number or not, here is the first check. The second checking from the timestamp 

of the message, and the decipher must be in the timestamp. If the decipher was out timestamp, then the user 

that sends the message doubts it to be unauthorized. The last checking from the ID node, which verifies from 

node A if it has an ID cluster or not. The three checkups (authenticate number, cipher message (timestamp), 

ID cluster) are entering into a fuzzy logic system to make the final decision if node A authenticated or not. In 

the proposed trust system, we have approved the message's sender's integrity and accuracy. To do this, we 

used fuzzy logic. The system model is being as Figure 2. 
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Three inputs (authenticate number, cipher message (timestamp), ID cluster) are entering into the 

fuzzy logic system as shown in Figure 2 above. In a fuzzy logic system, the first step is called “fuzzification”. 

In this stage, it converts the input to a set of ambiguous phrases. The ambiguous phrases are conducting as in 

the algorithm 1 and 2: 

 
Algorithm 1: authenticate by Authenticate number and ID cluster   

Input: Authenticate number, ID cluster 
Output: AN=high or medium or low 

if  authenticate number = authenticate threshold and  ID cluster =true Then 

AN=high 
else 

If round(authenticate number)= authenticate threshold and  ID cluster =true then 

AN=medium 
Else   

if  authenticate number<> authenticate threshold and  ID cluster =false Then 

AN=low 
Discard message 

Go to the next step 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Shows a fuzzy logic diagram 

 

 

The cluster head checks node A if it has an ID cluster to assign ambiguous phrases (true/false), if it 

has ID cluster assignment as true, otherwise ID cluster assignment as false. Authenticate threshold value is 

used to compare and give an ambiguous phrase either (high/medium/low). If the authenticate number and 

authenticate threshold are equal, it gives “high”, and if the authenticate number and authenticate threshold are 

near, it gives “medium”, and if it is not equal, it gives a” low”. The results from the fuzzification stage of the 

algorithm 1 are high, medium, or low. Then, the cluster head sends a cipher message to node A to check if 

the decipher in timestamp or not as in the algorithm 2: 

 
Algorithm 2: Authenticate by timestamps 

Input: T send cipher, T decipher 

Output: T1=high or medium or low 
T dsr=Time stamp(T send cipher, T decipher) 

T threshold = Time Extract threshold (cipher msg)  

if T dsr = T threshold Then 
T1=high 

Else 

if Round(T dsr )= T threshold   then 
T1=medium 

Else  

if T dsr > T threshold or T diff < T threshold Then 
T1=low 

Discard message 

Go to next step 
 

Where T dsr denotes the time difference between sending cipher message and decipher it. T 

threshold value is used to compare and give an ambiguous phrase either high or medium, or low. After T dsr 

and T threshold are computed, then the comparison process begins between T threshold and T dsr to give 

value to T1. The decision-making module depends on the authenticate number, T1, ID cluster, and rules as in 

Table 1. After giving ambiguous values to the proposed inputs in the system. Decision based on a fuzzy logic 
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system. In particular, we propose to use fuzzy logic to deal with the incompleteness, uncertainty, and 

heterogeneity of a cognitive radio scenario, and fuzzy control to implement the decision making process in 

this kind of scenario. 

 

 

Table 1. The performance of the rule matrix 
Rule AN  T1 ID cluster Decision level 

R1 High (H) High (H) True No hack 

R2 Medium (M) High (H) True No hack 
R3 Low (L) High (H) True No hack 

R4 High (H) Medium (M) True No hack 

R5 Medium (M) Medium (M) True No hack 
R6 Low (L) Medium (M) True No hack 

R7 High (H) Low (L) True No hack 

R8 Medium (M) Low (L) True Hack 
R9 Low (L) Low (L) True Hack 

R10 High (H) High (H) False No hack 

R11 Medium (M) High (H) False No hack 
R12 Low (L) High (H) False Hack 

R13 High (H) Medium (M) False No hack 

R14 Medium (M) Medium (M) False No hack 
R15 Low (L) Medium (M) False Hack 

R16 High (H) Low (L) False Hack 
R17 Medium (M) Low (L) False Hack 

R18 Low (L) Low (L) False Hack 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The first phase of FLC is called “fuzzifier” which transfers input values into degrees of matching 

with linguistic values and it includes determine the membership functions of the income variables to detect 

the degree of truth in each rule. Membership function consider the performance of FLC. In the proposed 

model Three gaussmf type membership functions are employed with a 0.5 cross-point and uniformly 

distributed throughout the universe of discourse within a range of [0, 100]. The set of symbols {H, M, L, T, 

F} represent the fuzzy sets {high, medium, low, true, false}, respectively. Three fuzzy inputs (AN, T1, ID 

cluster) and the fuzzy output ”Decision” are using the same membership function type as in Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 

the fuzzifed output values are then utilized to evaluate the rules to establish the sender's decision level. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. AN membership function 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. T1 membership function 
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Figure 5. ID cluster membership function 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Decision membership function 

 

 

The next phase of FLC is called the “Inference rule” which includes determining the result of each 

rule alone, and its inputs are the outputs of the previous step “fuzzifier”. The outputs of this step are the 

inferred value of the outputs of each rule from the application of inference rules. As a result, in this FLC,  

18 IF-THEN fuzzy rules are generated to refuse the decision level after the fuzzification stage as in Table 1 

The IF-THEN linguistic rules are used to create a link between FLC inputs and outputs. Let the 

symbols α, β, φ, and € represent (AN, T1, ID cluster, and Decision level) respectively. Then, an example of a 

linguistic rule is given as (1). 

 

𝐼𝐹𝛼 𝑖𝑠 𝐴 𝐴𝑁  𝛽 𝑖𝑠 𝐵  𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝜑 𝑖𝑠 𝐶 𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁 € 𝑖𝑠 𝐷  (1) 

 

The linguistic variables A, B, C, and D are denoted by the fuzzy sets high, medium, low, true, and 

false. The Mamdani inference approach, which is based on the min-type operator for implication and the 

max-type operator for aggregation, is utilized in this case. The fuzzy inference engine that is utilized to 

determine the “decision level” based on the rules of Table 1 above are shown in Figure 7. 

The Figure 7 which represented 18 fuzzy rules in Table 1 based on linguistic values, for example R1 

in Table 1, which is represented as: IF (AN is high AND T1 is high AND ID cluster is True) THEN decision 

level = no hack the decision comes from value which enter as (AN= 70-100, T1= 70-100, ID cluster=50-100) 

which it based on make decision.  In Figure 8 shows a correlation between inputs (AN, T1, ID cluster) and 

output (decision level) of a fuzzy logic system based on enterd linguistic values and inference rule. 

The final step of fuzzy logic is called “defuzzification” which converts the fuzzy result of all the 

rules recommended in the previous step to an integer that is not fuzzy and it determines the decision’s value. 

In our model of the system, we used the centroid defuzzification approach for accounting in the 

defuzzificating stage. The following equation is using to calculate the centroid defuzzification technique. 

 

𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 =
∫ 𝑥𝑖 ∙𝑚(𝑥𝑖)

∫ 𝑚(𝑥𝑖)
       

 

where 

Decision level: the output that has been defuzzifed (it is the membership degree of output) 

m(xi): the membership function that is aggregated 

xi: the fuzzy value 

A centroid defuzzification approach is used to convert the inference engine output to a crisp fuzzy 

output value. It based on a pre-defined membership function and this is the most widely used method, and it 
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is fairly accurate. Finally, we show that the proposed system works accurately for determining if any doubt 

entry wants to enter the system. The system can decide that it is a hacker or not. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Fuzzy rule base 
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Figure 8. Correlation between inputs and output 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

The identification of security elements is a critical component of network maintenance. Since CRNs 

see authentication as a fundamental security characteristic that ensures protection from threats. In this paper, 

we propose a fuzzy logic-based implicit authentication strategy for CRNs to detect the user activity's trust 

state and to make the effective decision for the doubtable cognitive nodes to stay or leave the network.  

Extensive experiments were conducted using real data from two users to determine the efficacy of 

the proposing authentication approach, which does not require user intervention, no obviously, and produces 

explicit authentication to avoid unwanted access, and also is characterized by simplicity, uncomplicated and a 

final decision making from ambiguous inputs is being effective, quick, and accurate. Based on the analysis of 

the experiments, it is possible and realistic to implement an intelligent access control technique using easily 

accessible everyday hack data and it is a very successful and applicable scheme on cognitive radio networks. 
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